A finite element based model predictive controller (FEMPC) is developed and practically implemented for attenuating in-plane vibration of a two flexible link planar manipulator. This FEMPC structure is based on that used in dynamic matrix control (DMC), with the exception that a finite element (FE) model replaces how the predictions are formulated. A linear FE model is developed for each individual link, which is used with the current measured strain and control actions, to predict the response of each link. These predictions are carried out at each time step to address the geometric non-linearities associated with the orientation of the second link and those associated with friction, backlash and compliance of the geared motors. Furthermore, the use of FE modelling enables the control structure to be formulated based on known properties of the system, eliminating the need for open loop testing. The resulting FEMPC scheme is shown to outperform DMC and is capable of providing substantial attenuation of vibration, reducing the mean amplitude of dominant vibration by 92.5% and 15.6%, for the first and second links, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
With lighter linkages and smaller spatial profiles, flexible link manipulators have advantages over their rigid link counterpart, when the payload being moved is relatively lightweight. These advantages include faster accelerations and more efficient operations since less energy is expended to move these lighter flexible linkages. However, the fundamental drawback of these manipulators is their susceptibility to deflection during motion, which leads to inaccurate positioning of the end effector due to the resulting vibration of the linkages. To address this issue active vibration control has been shown to be a potential solution, where actuators, such as piezoelectric plates, are used to counteract the vibration of these linkages, resulting in a more accurate positioning of the end effector.
In part 1 of this work model predictive control (MPC) in the form of dynamic matrix control (DMC) was presented as viable control scheme for attenuating vibration of a planar two flexible link manipulator. While shown to work well with short prediction horizons, the selection of short prediction horizons in MPC tends to result in a less stable control as the scheme becomes more sensitive to noise. However, by increasing the prediction horizon the effectiveness of the controller to attenuate vibration is observed to decline. Since DMC control is ideally intended for first order systems, this behavior is viewed as a result of inadequate representation of the dynamics of the linkages when using the dynamic matrix to predict the response of the links. As such, this part shall incorporate an alternative means of modelling the vibration of the linkages into the DMC scheme, this alternative being finite element (FE).
The use of better modeling techniques in MPC to improve controlled response is not new. One alternative MPC scheme that uses a different model than that used in DMC is Generalized Predictive Control (GPC), formulated by Clark et al. [6] . Unlike the DMC structure, GPC formulates its predictions based on a Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (CARIMA) model and Diophantine equations to provide better predictions. With this model, the MPC scheme provides better control in comparison to DMC showing that better modelling leads to better control with MPC. However, as with DMC such a control scheme still requires open loop data on which the CARIMA model can be formulated. A recent approach to improve the application of MPC for attenuating vibrations in flexible manipulators is conducted by Pradhan and Subudhi [17] , who implemented an adaptive model into the MPC scheme. This improvement to MPC is shown to work very well for attenuating vibrations in flexible link manipulators, thus further showing the benefits of applying an accurate model in MPC. Nonetheless, as with any adaptive scheme there is an initial period of time during which the model tunes itself to the system. As such, if parameters describing the dynamics of the manipulator are known, then a model can be formulated offline and the MPC scheme can immediately be applied to attenuate vibrations in the manipulator.
Various works have investigated modelling of vibration in flexible link manipulators. Optimization approaches to formulating models of a single flexible link and a two dimensional flexible plate are respectively discussed by Alam et al. [1] and Darus et al. [8] . While these optimization approaches are shown to work well, they would still require experimental data to which the model can be fitted to. Finite element provides one option to which a model may be formulated without data, instead using known properties of the manipulator. Petric [16] and Tokhi et al. [23] , present formulations of FE models for a single link flexible manipulator, validating these models with experimental results. However, for two flexible link manipulators, modelling becomes increasingly more complex as such manipulators are considered as flexible multi-body structures. Such multi-body structures tend to have geometric non-linearities arising from changing relative orientations of each body as discussed by Bakr et al. [3] and Kulief et al. [13] . These non-linearities take the form of changing directions of inertial forces as well as changing boundary conditions describing the coupling between bodies. Fulkuda and Arwakawa [2] have defined boundary conditions from which an analytical model was formulated to describe vibration in the linkages of a two degree of freedom flexible robotic manipulator. An assumed modes approach to modelling a two flexible link manipulator is presented by Khairudin et al. [12] . The use of assumed modes approach is discussed by Theodore and Ghosal [21] , who compares modelling flexible linkages using assumed modes methods with an FE approach. Their work shows that assumed modes method is a better choice for simple systems, having less computational requirements when modelling vibrations. However, FE modelling is better suited for addressing variations in applied loading of the linkages, link boundary conditions and other non-linearities that may exist in the system, making this latter approach more enticing due to its flexibility. The effectiveness of modelling a two flexible link manipulator using FE using absolute nodal coordinates is presented by Tian et al. [22] . In a review conducted by Shabana [19] , FE using isoparametric elements is presented as an effective method for modeling large deflections in such flexible multi-body structures. A non-linear approach to modelling multi-link manipulators using FE is discussed by Du et al. [9] . Their investigation focuses on non-linearities in very flexible structures that would result in very large deflections, formulating the FE model based on generalized definitions of strain. Their work further illustrates the significant error introduced by implementing a linear FE model to describe a non-linear problem of this nature. However, since the deflections are not as excessive as those discussed by Du et al. [9] in the system discussed here, this approach would not apply. For the purpose of controlling vibrations Narayanan and Balamurgan [15] formulated an FE model to describe the influence of Lead Ziconate Titantate (PZT) plates used as piezoelectric sensors and actuators along a beam. Based on the above literature, FE modeling is a valid option for modeling the vibration of a two flexible link manipulator. Consequently, FE is an enticing candidate for predicting the vibrational response of linkages within an MPC scheme due to its ability to easily accommodate application of different loads along the link and able to be formulated offine from known properties of the manipulator without the need of open loop data.
The use of MPC for attenuating vibration in flexible manipulators was first attempted by Hassan et al. [11] . A number of investigations followed the same approach, demonstrating applicability of the MPC scheme to control vibration in flexible manipulators [4, 5, 20] . The approach was further developed to include FE into the MPC structure by Li [14] and Dubay et al. [10] . In these works, practical implementation of an FE based MPC scheme on a single link flexible manipulator and its improvements in performance over DMC were discussed. The FE model in this work is included into the MPC structure to predict the response of the link. This FE model was formulated using an assumed modes method and the model was solved, within the control structure, fully independent of the experimental setup. While this was shown to work well, the work discussed here will formulate the model by preserving elements of the FE model such that it can be readily altered as needed. Despite geometric nonlinearities associated with orientation of the linkages and those associated with friction, backlash and compliance of the motor, a linear FE model will be used to model the vibration of the linkages. This is done as oppose to implementing a non-linear FE model since adequate time is needed to reformulate the model at each time step, as such the complexity of the model is limited. The errors resulting from the use of a linear FE model for a non-linear system are mitigated by formulating a new set of initial conditions at each time step based on the measured strain. The described approach further addresses potential issues of propagating modelling error, which would exist if these initial conditions were based on predicted states made at the previous time step.
BACKGROUND THEORY 2.1. Finite element model predictive control
The structure of the FE based MPC algorithm utilizes the DMC version of the MPC algorithm. However, as illustrated in figure 1, they differ on how future states of the vibrating link are predicted. While the DMC control structure predicts vibrational response of the link using a dynamic matrix, the FE MPC uses an FE model to simulate this response for each link based on measured strain and input to the PZT plates. The benefit of this predictor is that it provides a better prediction of vibration of the link, being capable of accounting for second order inertial effects. These predictions differ from those using the basic DMC algorithm, which while shown to be capable of controlling second order systems, is primarily intended for first order systems.
A step-by-step temporal integration of the discretized equations of motion is accomplished using Newmark method of integration. This results in the prediction of the system response for a number of future time steps. Inputs to the FE predictor are the voltage to be applied to the PZT plates, which is incorporated into the load vector; and the measured strain, which is used to formulate initial conditions at the first step of Newmark integration. To setup the initial conditions for Newmark integration, the measured strain is filtered through a bank of band pass filters. The cutoff frequencies for each filter is selected to isolate the strain associated with each mode of vibration. Knowing these strains, initial displacements along the link are then solved using the extracted mode shapes from the FE model, which have been scaled accordingly. This is accomplished by taking the product of each of these strains and their respective mode shapes, then summing these products to formulate the initial deflection of the link. In a similar manner, initial velocity and acceleration along the link are formulated using the first and second derivatives of the measured strain. Since higher modes of vibration may be better addressed by passive dampening methods [18] and are observed to be negligible in comparison to these lower modes, only the first two modes of vibration are considered in the system discussed here.
Finite element model
Finite element modeling addresses complex systems by dividing a system into elements where variations in parameters throughout each element are interpolated with simple functions. For thin flexible links where the length is much longer than the thickness of the link, transverse vibrations may be adequately approximated using the Euler beam model. As such, in the formulation of the FE model, dynamics of the links are approximated with Euler beam elements, where displacement along each element u is expressed in terms of degrees of freedom of slope and displacement, q  , at the node of the corrisponding element.
This relationship is expressed as:
where N contains the shape functions describing variation of each degree of freedom throughout each element [7] . Using principals of virtual work and applying simplifications such that all loads are described by point loads, p i , applied at nodes of the FE model and damping is treated independently, the dynamics of an Euler beam is described as [7] : (2) where ρ is density of the material; and the radius of curvature, κ  , and moment, M  , along each element are described as: Measure strain, y m (t)
Shift prediction vector to consider only future strains
Predict future strains
Measure strain, y m (t)
Correct predicted strains ŷ t = ŷ t-Δt + δ (t)
Calculate model error, 
in which, E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, and I is area moment of inertia. Substituting equation 1 into equation 2, the dynamics of the Euler beam is described as: from which definitions for mass, M, and stiffness, K, matrices are established as [7] :
Since the external loads are point loads acting at the nodes of the FE model the load vector is expressed as [7]:
The FE model can thus be defined as a set of second order differential equations described by:
where the damping matrix, C, is formulated independently based on Rayleigh damping.
To model the dynamics of each of the two links of the manipulator, two separate FE models are formulated to model the deflection of each link. The boundary conditions applied to the first link are that the first joint has fixed translational degrees of freedom, and a rotational stiffness that can be adjusted as needed to account for the compliance of the motor. A concentrated mass and inertia is included in the model of the first link to account for the addition of the second link. As for the boundary conditions applied to the second link, the translational degrees of freedom coinciding with the joint are again fixed with a rotational stiffness that is adjusted to account for compliance of the motor and stiffness of the first link. This decomposition of the two flexible link manipulator into finite elements is illustrated in figure 2 .
Contributions of the PZT plates as piezoelectric actuators are modeled based on the finding of Narayanan and Balamurgan [15] .
Piezoelectric actuators
For a single PZT plate, the induced force, F pzt , resulting from an applied voltage, V pzt , perpendicular to the direction of the force is expressed by [15] ,
As shown the force applied by the PZT plate is also related to the geometric and material properties of the plate. These properties include the width of the PZT plate, W pzt , the modulus of elasticity, E pzt , and the piezoelectric strain constant, d 31 . In adhering these PZT plates the resulting induced moment is express as [15] ,
where, t pzt , is the thickness of the PZT plate and, t b , is the thickness of the link. The factor N pzt is dependent of the configuration of the PZT plates, whether they are wired in a monomorph or bimorph configuration, the latter being used in this work for controlling vibration. In this configuration the PZT plates are arranged in pairs such that each plate of the pair is on opposite surfaces and wired such that one contracts while the other expands, in which case the N pzt is 2 since two plates are applying a force that contributes to the moment.
When modelling this induced moment in an FE model the elements of the model are setup such that the plates coincide with a single Euler beam element. As such these applied moments are included within the load vector as a function of applied voltage to the plates. Furthermore, material and geometric properties of these elements are adjusted such that they include both contributions from the link and piezoelectric materials.
However, since Euler beam elements are applied to thin beams in which axial strain is assumed constant within the element, the induced strain on the link surface surrounding the PZT plates due to the force applied by each plate cannot be adequately modeled.
As such, a discrepancy arises between the modeled and measured surface strain with the strain gauges positioned near but not collocated with the actuators. To account for this, a corrective moment M link is applied to the first node of the element to create this induced surface strain outside the element coinciding with the PZT plate. This corrective moment is based on an empirical relationship formulated from observing the steady state strain resulting from a varying voltage input to the PZT plates as shown in figure 3 . The resulting element coinciding with the piezoelectric actuator is illustrated in figure 4.
RESULTS
Having observed advantages in attenuating vibrations by using DMC in part 1 of this work, MPC is shown to be a powerful tool in addressing the issue of vibration in flexible manipulators. However, these results using DMC were obtained using relatively short prediction horizons. These short prediction horizons tend to reduce sensitivity of the controlled response to sudden changes in error, which can arise from noise. As such, prediction horizons are normally selected to be sufficiently long enough to capture steady state. The issue in using a prediction horizon suficiently long enough to capture steady state for the application to control vibration in flexible linkages arises due to low damping of the flexible linkages. With the low damping of the flexible linkages, steady state would not be reached for a very long period of time making it impractical to select a sufficiently long prediction horizon due to limitations on available computation time. As such, the following tests are conducted using a prediction horizon that does not capture steady state, but suficiently long enough to provide stability, taking into consideration the limited computational time available for the controller. For tests conducted using the two link manipulator with cantilevered first link, prediction horizons of 1.44 seconds is used for predicting the response of both the first and second link. For tests conducted using the two link manipulator with both links rotating, a prediction horizon of 1.92 seconds is used for predicting the response of the first link, and 1.44 seconds for the second link.
Two link manipulator with cantilevered first link
In these first set of tests, to reduce the effects of non-linearities associated with friction, backlash and compliance of the geared motor, the first link is setup in a cantilevered configuration, while the second link is free to rotate. This is done in order to better assess the capabilities of the controller to handle geometric nonlinearities associated with orientation of the second link with respect to the fiirst. The second link is set to rotate to final set point angles of 0  , 50  and 50  as illustrated in figure 5 . Angles of ±50  were selected to provide enough angular offset from the collinear orientation of the linkages without inducing a substantial amount of torsional vibration, which is not being investigated in this work. This vibration is induced by the torsion applied by the weight of the second link on the first link as it is moved from a collinear position with the first link. The time responses of strain observed in the first and second link for the link reaching a final angle of 50  are respectively shown in figures 6 and 7. From these results effective damping ratios are calculated using the logarithmic decrement method. For the uncontrolled system the effective damping ratio is found to be 0.016 for the first link and 0.013 for the second link. By applying DMC this ratio is increased to 0.046 for the first link and 0.029 for the second link. The effective damping ratio is further increased to 0.10 for the first link and 0.069 for the second link by applying FEMPC. These results are summarized in table 1 along with effective damping ratios for test conducted with the second link moved to final angles of 0  and -50  . Comparison of these results shows consistent improvement in the effective damping ratio over the uncontrolled system by applying DMC and a further improvement by applying FEMPC regardless of final angle of the second link. This consistent trend despite varying the final angles between the first and second link demonstrates the capabilities of these MPC schemes to handle the resulting geometric non-linearity. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the measured strain over a 16 second window, once the second link has reached a final angle of 50  , is shown in figure 8 . Without vibration control, the mean amplitude of vibration in terms of strain is 39.0 ¥ 10 -6 in the first link, and 5.68 ¥ 10 -6 in the second. Applying DMC control, the mean amplitude is reduced to 15.2 ¥ 10 -6 in the first link and to 4.85 ¥ 10 -6 in the second. This smaller reduction in the amplitude of mean vibration in the second link is a result of control scheme attempting to minimize the overall vibration. By applying FEMPC the mean amplitude in both the first and second link are further reduced, with a mean amplitude of 1.49 ¥ 10 -6 in the first link and 0.268 ¥ 10 -6 in the second link. The reduction in amplitudes for both links shows the benefits of using better modelling with these longer prediction horizons. These results are summarized in table 2 along with the mean amplitudes of vibration for tests conducted with the second link moved to final angles of 0  and -50  . A comparison of these results again shows a consistent trend, giving further indication of capabilities of these MPC schemes despite the geometric non-linearities associated with rotation of the second link. A summary of improvements made by implementing each control scheme is shown in table 3.
Two link manipulator with rotation of both links
Observing that FEMPC as well as DMC are suffciently capable to continue to provide control despite geometric non-linearities associated with the orientation of the second link, and that FEMPC continually shows substantial improvement over DMC, the motor is reintroduced at the base joint and these schemes are once again compared. In these tests, angular position of the first link approaches a 20  set point over a 3 second period. Meanwhile, the second link approaches a 60  set point with each link following a fifth order polynomial position trajectory. Vol. 33 No. 4 2014 The resulting strain time response for each controller is shown in figures 9 and 10, respectively for the first and second links. While FEMPC shows better attenuation of vibration, the resulting strain does not exhibit an exponential decay in amplitude. As such, an effective damping ratio does not provide sufficient representation of the attenuation of vibration when comparing control schemes in this setup. Instead, comparing the performance of each controller solely based on the results from the FFT, the uncontrolled system has a mean amplitude of 13.8 ¥ 10 -6 for the first link and 1.91 ¥ 10 -6 for the second. Applying DMC control, the mean amplitude is reduced to 3.47 ¥ 10 -6 in the first link, however, it is increased to 2.27 ¥ 10 -6 in the second. This increase is very small in comparison to the reduction in vibration made in the first link, as such this can be attributed to the controller minimizing the overall error. In applying FEMPC the mean amplitude is Figure 11 . FFT of vibrations in the two flexible link manipulator.
CONCLUSION
A FE based MPC has been designed and practically implemented for controlling inplane vibrations of a planar two flexible link manipulator. In this control scheme a linear FE model is used to predict the response of each link given the input voltage to be sent to the piezoelectric actuators and the current measured strain at the surface of each link. This linear FE model is formulated to provide an improvement in modeling the vibration of each link, while still able to be practically implemented given limited computation time. As such to address the non-linearities associated with the two link manipulator using the linear FE model, the predictions are reformulated at each time step using initial conditions based on measured strain states of the linkages. This approach further eliminates potential issues of error propagation which would arise from solving the model based on past predicted state. The designed FEMPC is shown to be an improvement over the DMC scheme, being able to provide substantial attenuation of vibration while using longer prediction horizons to ensure stable control. Furthermore, the use of FE modelling removes the need for open loop data as required in DMC as well as other MPC schemes to set up the controller. 
